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How to go beyond reporting?

2 online surveys designed to:

- Exchange information about the IGF initiatives in areas of concern shared by other IGF initiative organizers.
- Identify common views across the different regions/countries, and at the same time identify the unique elements that arise from each process.
- Facilitate analysis and understanding of challenges faced, different/local interpretations of same topics, different approaches.
- Foster participation and engagement.
Process

27/08/2013 Drafted questions shared @ igfregionals

13/09/2013 2 surveys designed using Google forms in English

Survey questions translated to French, Arabic, Russian and Spanish with great help from volunteers

Data verified and surveys adjusted

20/10/2013 Data collected

Initiatives: 20 = 18 English + 2 French

Dialogue: 13 = 12 English + 1 French
Initiatives survey: organizing

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained at the Organizing Committee?
How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained at the Program Committee?
Initiatives: volunteers

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained among the volunteers supporting the event?

- Academia: 6 14%
- Civil society: 9 20%
- Government: 8 18%
- Technical community: 7 16%
- Private sector: 9 20%
- Other: 5 11%
Initiatives: speakers & panelists

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained among the speakers and panelists presenting at the event?
Initiatives: facilitators & moderators

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained among the facilitators and moderators supporting the event?
Initiatives: participants?

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained among the participants attending the event?
Initiatives: funding

How the multi-stakeholder model is maintained among those sponsors supporting the event financially or in-kind?
Initiatives: Communication strategy

Communication strategy

- Structured, implemented by organizing committee [12] 67%
- Structured, implemented by hired entity [1] 12%
- Ad-hoc, relied upon [5] 100%
- Other [100%]
Initiatives: communication tools

Communication/collaboration tools used

- Website/URL
- Mailing lists
- Facebook
- Twitter account
- Google+
- Other